EIGHTH ITEM ON THE AGENDA

Evaluation

(c) External review of the ILO’s implementation of strategic budgeting within a results-based management framework

1. The Governing Body of the ILO has requested an external review of the integration of strategic budgeting into the ILO, as proposed in the ILO 2002 evaluation framework. The Office commissioned the United Nations Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) to conduct the evaluation. The evaluation in the appendix provides findings and recommendations of their assessment.

2. The Office’s response to the evaluation is provided in the paragraphs below.

3. The findings and recommendations of the JIU’s evaluation of strategic budgeting in the ILO are encouraging and challenging. They open the opportunity, foreseen in the ILO’s evaluation strategy five years ago, for a substantive Governing Body discussion and mid-course corrections to the introduction and application of strategic budgeting.

4. The evaluation supports the basic elements of the strategy that the Office has been following under the guidance of the Governing Body and acknowledges the considerable progress made by the ILO in the implementation of results-based management (RBM). It is particularly helpful that the evaluation endorses decent work country programmes (DWCPs) as the right step towards the full application of RBM; as a means to better involve constituents in the ILO’s work in countries, mobilize internal and external resources, and enhance collaboration within the UN system; and as a privileged vehicle for the application of IRIS as an integrated management information system and a tool for increased effectiveness and efficiency.

5. The evaluation provides helpful examples of good practice relevant to several of its recommendations while recognizing that adaptation will be required.

6. The evaluation includes ten recommendations, subdivided to include 33 specific points. In many cases these involve the elaboration of additional strategies and their discussion by the Governing Body. No cost estimates are provided for the work implied by the recommendations, nor is there consideration of the time the Governing Body would need
to consider so many items. Moreover, in many cases the Governing Body already plans to oversee the development of strategies, for example through the work of the new Information and Communication Technology Subcommittee, the review of the accommodation strategy, and the review of evaluation policy and strategy.

7. Brief comments are provided below on each recommendation.

- **Recommendation 1:** a comprehensive RBM conceptual framework and time-bound implementation strategy. Given the very wide JIU definition of RBM, this would be a document covering all the topics in the present evaluation, plus information technology, management systems, human resources, field structure, accommodation, capital budgeting and more. The Office believes that separate in-depth discussions are a better way to deal with such a broad agenda. However, there is merit in a discussion of results-based principles that should be applied in the preparation of the Office’s proposals in all these areas.

- **Recommendation 2:** internalize RBM through: (a) naming a single accountable unit; (b) a communication and training strategy; (c) periodic surveys at all levels of the Organization; and (d) defining roles of the International Labour Conference, Governing Body, Office and oversight bodies. The Office welcomes this recommendation, but notes that there are cost and capacity issues. It suggests that the first two items have higher priority and that the fourth one is addressed through the periodic review of progress in implementation of RBM by the Programme, Financial and Administrative Committee of the Governing Body.

- **Recommendation 3:** reforms of the planning, programming and budgeting processes to include: (a) a specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound (SMART) planning instrument covering 12 years; (b) technical cooperation priorities based on DWCPs covering the same 12-year period; (c) a four- or six-year mid-term plan with resource estimates; and (d) a biennial budget linking outcomes to results. The Office does not consider these proposals very practical. Realistic and useful planning and measurable outcomes over a 12-year period stretch what can credibly be known about future developments. Such a long time frame is not compatible with a SMART approach inherent to RBM. Commitments to technical cooperation or the regular budget are difficult to agree on in a biennial framework, much less 12, six or four years. Point (d) simply repeats the present intent of the biennial budget.

- **Recommendation 4:** improved RBM implementation through: (a) better alignment of goals and objectives at different organization levels; (b) SMART measurement at all organizational levels; (c) links to DWCPs; (d) aligning DWCPs with constituents’ priorities, national goals and UN system planning; and (e) regional and subregional strategies to support DWCPs. The Office supports all of these recommendations, with doubts only under (b) about the practical possibility of measurement of higher-level objectives.

- **Recommendation 5:** decentralize capacity. The Office agrees that additional resources should be explicitly allocated for coherent Office-wide support to the implementation of DWCPs.

- **Recommendation 6:** a resource mobilization strategy. This is part of the Office’s existing plans.

- **Recommendation 7:** improve targeting of country priorities through: (a) linking programme and budget targets to regional, subregional and country targets, and (b) linking expenditures in countries to outcomes and objectives. This is part of the Office’s existing plans, and is an important feature of development of IRIS.
- **Recommendation 8:** strengthen oversight through: (a) a single oversight unit; (b) including inspection and investigation functions in this unit; (c) risk assessment; (d) reporting on audit status; and (e) an oversight committee including members of the Governing Body senior managers and members of internal and external oversight bodies. The first four recommendations are not inconsistent with current developments but are best discussed as part of the new evaluation strategy. The last recommendation would be costly and difficult to manage. More importantly, this Committee would replace essential oversight responsibilities of the PFAC and the Governing Body.

- **Recommendation 9:** strengthen evaluation through nine measures. These measures are consistent with the proposals for the new evaluation strategy, and are best discussed in that framework.

- **Recommendation 10:** develop a strategy for knowledge management and organizational change. Knowledge management is important but leads easily to costly or impractical measures. The Office has developed a number of concrete initiatives including its Intranet, a new electronic document management system, strengthening of the quality of statistical and research work through planning and peer review, promotion of internal forums and networks, and use of IRIS to make programmatic information transparently available throughout the Office. While acknowledging that the technology-based tools and the contents of knowledge are linked and essential for effective knowledge management, accountabilities should remain separate and clear.

8. For cost and capacity reasons, it will be important to establish priorities for the follow-up to the review of progress in the implementation of strategic budgeting and RBM. It is to be noted that several areas for strategy development are already being treated by the Office through other processes, in particular human resources, information technology and technical cooperation strategy. In terms of results-based budgeting, the Office proposes the following priorities:

- Measurement of performance should capture qualitative changes, should be clear about the degree that results can be attributed to the Office’s work, and should be transparently linked to budget levels.

- The Office should submit improved performance indicators to the Governing Body in November 2006, as part of the preview of the Programme and Budget proposals for 2008-09.

- DWCPs should be given priority for the full implementation of RBM and used to give the indicators greater realism and substance.

- IRIS functions should be used to ensure more transparent reporting on the use of resources to achieve specific outcomes in 2006-07.

- The Director-General agrees with the recommendation that he should “make explicit the mandate and assigned responsibility for ensuring a coherent implementation of RBM across the Organization to the Bureau of Programming and Management”. For this purpose, the Bureau should be strengthened within the existing resources of the Management and Administration Sector, supplemented where possible with extra-budgetary funding and expertise. This would also allow for the promotion of better understanding of results-based management among constituents, in particular the difficult choices that must be made among priorities within country programmes.

9. Even with this more limited agenda, the Office’s capacity will be insufficient. Consistent with the Director-General’s appeal last June, member States with experience on these issues may wish to consider extra-budgetary support, especially to ensure that constituents
and staff have adequate exposure to RBM concepts and practices, including decent work country programming.

10. It is the Office’s intention to continue to work with the JIU on the points raised in its evaluation. In addition to examples of good practice on a variety of aspects of results-based management, it is hoped that the JIU will be able to provide information on performance and cost benchmarks for specific functions.

11. The Director-General reaffirms his strong support for strategic budgeting and results-based management, which has been a hallmark of his leadership since he presented his first budget a few days after taking office. He welcomes the lessons available from the evaluation. He is committed to follow up the Governing Body’s guidance energetically and effectively.

12. The Committee may wish to recommend to the Governing Body that it request the Director-General to take into consideration the above findings and recommendations, together with the deliberations of the Committee, in future decisions on strategic budgeting and results-based management.


Point for decision: Paragraph 12.
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Objective

The objective of the review is to test the degree of implementation of RBM in the ILO, and to make recommendations on how to adapt RBM principles, methodology and techniques to the specific needs of ILO.

Introduction

1. The International Labour Organization (ILO) requested the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) in March 2005 to undertake an external evaluation of its implementation of strategic budgeting. This report responds to that request and is in line with JIU policies regarding independence. The purpose of this report is to summarize findings and recommendations regarding the implementation by ILO of strategic budgeting based on approaches taken, noting progress made and the factors to consider for successful implementation in the future. The evaluation was approached from an analysis of the strategic framework of ILO against the results-based management (RBM) benchmarking framework contained in the series of reports on managing for results in the United Nations system (JIU/REP/2004/5, JIU/REP/2004/6, JIU/REP/2004/7 and JIU/REP/2004/8).

2. The Committee for Programme and Coordination of the United Nations, at its Forty-fifth session, 6 June to 1 July 2005, recommended “that the General Assembly: (a) Endorse the benchmarking framework proposed by the Joint Inspection Unit as a tool for the Secretary-General and the oversight bodies and for itself in order to measure the progress towards an effective implementation of results-based management in the United Nations”. It also requested, inter-alia, the Secretary-General, “as Chairman of the United Nations Chief Executives Board for Coordination [CEB], to encourage relevant participating organizations to take the necessary steps to endorse the benchmarking framework as a tool for them, without prejudice to legislative action by those organizations”. 1 The CEB also expressed its support for the RBM benchmarking framework developed by JIU indicating “… since RBB [results-based budgeting] is the tool for linking resources to results in an RBM framework, agencies might wish to first endorse the JIU-recommended benchmarks for RBM as the overall chapeau of RBB”. 2

3. The ILO has used the JIU benchmarking framework in the preparation of its Strategic Policy Framework for 2006-09 (GB.291/PFA/9), which, in paragraph 52 indicates, “A recent JIU report on Managing for results in the United Nations system provides useful guidance on experience to date. The JIU identifies key techniques of managing for achieving results centred on improving performance. … These techniques have guided the efforts of ILO to systematically apply results-based management to the preparation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of programmes.”

4. The ILO defines strategic budgeting as the budget process that directly connects resource allocation to specific, measurable results selected by the broad agreement of internal and external stakeholders, and is directly linked to the overall organizational planning process.

5. The Inspectors have identified the process of planning, programming, budgeting, monitoring and evaluation as the core element of strategic budgeting. However, a comprehensive RBM approach implies a much wider scope, including, inter alia,

---


information management systems and human resources management, in particular, delegation of authority and accountability, as well as staff performance management and contracting, which are the additional main pillars for the development of a solid RBM system. Given the time constraints for the preparation of this report, it focuses on the planning, programming, budgeting, monitoring and evaluation cycle; further review by JIU in the abovementioned areas is envisaged. The present evaluation aims at helping to guide the future direction of ILO in the context of RBM.

Context

6. The first serious attempt to implement RBM in a structured manner began with the 2000-01 programme and budget proposal submitted by the new Director-General in 1999 to the Governing Body. Since then, the Director-General has led efforts to reform ILO practices towards a strategic budgeting and RBM approach. Over the past six years, ILO has continued its long-term commitment to implement an RBM approach, which is now entering its fourth cycle with the adoption of the Programme and Budget for 2006-07.

7. RBM is not an event, but a process. Its implementation is an ongoing effort and it does not happen overnight. In this respect, ILO has made considerable progress. The Director-General introduced the concept of strategic planning through the four strategic objectives, which are reflected in the Decent Work Agenda, and streamlined in the Office structure. This strategic approach constitutes a solid basis for the development and implementation of budgeting within a results-based framework. The dialogue between parties at different levels, from the Governing Body down to programme management, contains elements of a results-based approach. This is a positive evolution in the long way to the implementation of RBM.

8. The most important barrier to overcome in the implementation of an RBM approach within any organization, is the development of a results-oriented organizational culture, and for staff at all levels to become familiar with the concepts and terms of RBM, and understand the advantages and the implications for their work. This change has already begun within ILO. However, a comprehensive implementation of RBM, based on a well-defined strategy and subsequent coordinated and systematic action at all levels within the organization, remains to be developed. The experience of ILO over the past five years has provided a number of lessons to the Office, which has raised awareness of the complexity and long-term nature of a shift to a strategic budgeting process.

9. The methodology followed for the preparation of this report has been developed by JIU. Consistent with ILO practice for external evaluations, JIU finalized the terms of reference and managed the evaluation process from outside ILO. Interviews were held with members of the Governing Body, taking into consideration its tripartite nature. Representatives of member States, workers and employers’ organizations were also interviewed during the field missions undertaken. Additionally, a large number of ILO officials at all levels, in different areas of activity and in several geographical locations were interviewed, including senior officials in the Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) and the Bureau for Employer’s Activities (ACT/EMP). Finally a confidential survey of more than 700 staff members (349 responses) was used to assess perceptions and attitudes regarding RBM.

10. The Inspectors would like to thank all those who took the time to participate in this exercise, either through interviews or by providing valuable data through questionnaires. It is important to mention the cooperation and support received from the Office, and in particular the role of the Evaluation Unit, which greatly facilitated the preparation of this report.
1. **Understanding and internalization of the concept of RBM in ILO**


12. This approach is centred around: (i) planning for results as conceived in the Strategic Policy Framework; (ii) integrating national priorities and strategies into country- and sub-regional-level programming; (iii) establishing procedures, building systems, writing guidelines and developing tools to build capacity; and (iv) training and other means of reinforcing skills, and management roles and responsibilities for planning, implementing and monitoring within a results-based framework.

13. In 2003, ILO launched a diagnostic initiative to revitalize results-based planning at the country level, following principles and methods adapted from United Nations Development Assistance Framework/United Nations Development Group (UNDAF/UNDG) policies. Emphasis is now being placed on the Millennium Development Goals, Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs), and other national development frameworks, and joint ownership with national constituents and other partners, in order to achieve intended outcomes. The country frameworks and associated implementation planning are now being introduced to field and headquarters technical units.

14. Also beginning in 2003, ILO invested in an integrated resource information system, IRIS, within which a Strategic Management Module was added. This module is in the development stage but has the capacity to support joint implementation planning, monitoring and reporting. Eventually it will link decisions to resource allocation at the outcome level for both countries and thematic areas.

15. The magnitude and complexity of shifting the ILO planning and budgeting process to a results-based framework has been considerable. A major challenge has been to shift attitudes and practices of ILO managers, technical staff and support services to think and plan strategically. To this end, ILO has carried out regular briefings with line management, developed guidance materials and tools, and delivered several series of training courses. Funding from the United Kingdom Department for International Development (DFID), in particular, supported the development of an integrated planning database, with complementary tools and guidance, and training courses on strategic budgeting within regions and sectors.

16. Improvement has been achieved in the quality of indicators, priority definition and setting, strategic choice between different areas of work, interdepartmental integration and multidisciplinary programming, and in field and headquarters integration. The overall quality of the 2006-07 Programme and Budget proposal demonstrates the progress made so far by the Office.

17. The first attempts to introduce RBM within ILO started in the programming and budget areas; in fact the concept used for the introduction of RBM techniques was “strategic budgeting”. A comprehensive RBM approach implies a much wider scope, including, inter alia, information management systems and related human resources policies. Because ILO has been slow to embrace a broader effort to support a comprehensive RBM approach to strategic budgeting, implementation and understanding has been uneven within the different regions and departments. There is a good, in some cases excellent, understanding of RBM concepts, requirements and implications within some departments at ILO headquarters. Official documents show in most cases a sound knowledge of RBM
techniques. The situation in other departments, and especially in field offices, is somewhat different; in this case the rule is mainly “learning by doing”.

18. In order to promote a common understanding of RBM within any organization, a clear conceptual framework for RBM is required as a broad management strategy. The framework should, inter alia, provide clear definitions of RBM concepts and techniques, and become a basis for a time-bound, coherent strategy for implementing RBM. Additionally, it should emphasize the advantages, implications and requirements of adopting RBM at all levels. In this respect, the implementation of RBM within ILO, as in all United Nations system organizations, is still a work in progress, with room for improvement, as many of the components and elements necessary for the development of a comprehensive RBM approach need further refinement. The Inspectors believe that the strategy for a comprehensive implementation of RBM could be presented to the Governing Body for its consideration at its November 2006 session.

19. The differences in understanding and development regarding the implementation of RBM within the different sectors/programmes/organizational units of the ILO are considerable. The International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour (IPEC) can be considered as a good example of a meaningful application of RBM techniques. There are still areas where the implementation of RBM is not sound. Activities funded through extra-budgetary resources, in general, are more in line with the application of RBM principles than those funded through regular resources. This is mainly due to donors’ reporting requirements, and to the temporal, short-term nature of specific programmes/projects, which facilitates the establishment of realistic indicators, associated targets and results to be achieved.

20. In order to improve the uneven level of understanding of RBM within the Office, it would be useful to develop a training strategy that would promote change management throughout the Office, and by which managers and staff at all levels could become more familiar with RBM concepts and requirements. The Office has already developed some RBM training materials as part of the Management Leadership Development Programme (MLDP), but this effort has not reached all managers nor been extended to other staff. The Inspectors consider that the time limit for the training of all staff in RBM should not go beyond 2008. The deadline could be advanced to 2007 for line managers, as some training initiatives are already underway. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) could be considered as a best practice regarding RBM training activities. Training kits have been prepared at all levels and web-based support training is updated each year. UNDP provides year-round face-to-face and web-based training on managing for development results. Face-to-face training is provided to entry-level professionals and senior country office managers. Web-based training is entering its fourth year and variations of the RBM course are being developed for all staff members.

21. The Inspectors are aware that the implementation of RBM might require start-up resources in certain areas, for instance training, as well as the strengthening of decent work country programmes (DWCPs) in regional and country offices. Nevertheless, in the middle and long term, the introduction of RBM should help to streamline the administrative and management processes, thus releasing sufficient resources to self-finance its implementation and consolidation.

22. As indicated in theJIU report “Implementation of results-based management in the United Nations organizations: part I of the series on managing for results in the United Nations system” (JIU/REP/2004/6), an organization in order to internalize RBM should “Assign a clear institutional responsibility to a defined entity within the organization to assist and oversee the orderly and systematic introduction of RBM and ensure its coherent implementation within the organization”. This responsibility in ILO rests within the
Bureau of Programming and Management, but there is no structured and comprehensive strategy for the full implementation of RBM, nor is there a systematic follow-up of related activities.

23. The responsibilities of all the main parties involved in the Organization’s governance, namely the Governing Body, the Office, and the oversight bodies, should be clearly defined. In ILO, the Constitution and related rules determine the respective responsibilities of each body. Experience shows that in many United Nations system organizations, governing bodies interfere in areas, which are the exclusive responsibility of the Executive Heads.

24. The ILO Governing Body should focus primarily on setting clear, measurable, and time-bound goals, objectives, and targets for the Organization; identifying the responsibilities of the Office in attaining the Organization’s goals and objectives; monitoring the progress of ILO towards those goals and objectives by focusing on results, and insisting on accountability for results; and authorizing resources commensurate with the approved programmes, and/or giving clear guidance on programme and resource allocation priorities when and where sufficient resources cannot be provided. However, the political agenda, specific interests and the economic situation of different Member States heavily influence decisions regarding resource allocations, relegating in some cases the clean application of RBM. The planning and programming exercise currently starts with the level of resources available, and it is only afterwards that objectives/results are considered.

25. The ILO’s Governing Body is not a uniform one, given its tripartite nature. The tripartite character of the Governing Body ensures a wider representative base than with most United Nations system organizations, where there is only government participation, but this makes the governance process more complex. The process of reaching consensus on setting priorities and policies is integral to its tripartite approach. Views and perceptions of the diverse constituents can differ considerably. The Office’s role, then, has been to anticipate the different views under specific proposals, and facilitate the consensus-building process. This approach does not facilitate a straightforward and precise decision-making process.

26. The Office should satisfy the Governing Body that the established goals and objectives are translated into effective programmes and activities that contribute to or ensure their achievements, and that resources are used efficiently, fully respecting the mandates and priorities established by the Governing Body; promote a sense of ownership and accountability among managers and staff; promote an environment of trust among parties; and provide at timely intervals, through defined tools, clear assessments of the Organization’s performance. Oversight bodies should satisfy the governing bodies that the secretariats are discharging their responsibilities in the most effective and efficient manner, and advise and guide the secretariats in their efforts towards greater efficiency.

27. A clearly articulated and agreed division of roles between these three components would help to cope more effectively with the challenge posed by RBM. The Inspectors suggest that the Governing Body considers the roles and responsibilities involved in the implementation of RBM at its November 2006 session.

Recommendation 1

The Office should now institutionalize a comprehensive RBM conceptual framework, and a time-bound implementation strategy, for consideration and approval by the Governing Body in 2006. In formulating its conceptual framework, the Office may like to refer to the JIU benchmarking framework for RBM, and the
glossary of key terms prepared by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), as well as development frameworks such as UNDAF/UNDG.

**Recommendation 2**

In order to internalize the concept and practice of RBM within the Organization, the Director-General could:

(a) make explicit the mandate and assigned responsibility for ensuring a coherent implementation of RBM across the Organization to the Bureau of Programming and Management;

(b) develop and implement a communication and comprehensive training strategy, to acquaint managers and staff with the RBM concept, requirements and impact on their day-to-day work;

(c) survey periodically the level of understanding and risks/opportunities of the implementation of RBM, at all levels of the Organization, with emphasis at the country level; and

(d) seek to establish clear roles and responsibilities for all actors involved in the implementation of RBM, namely the International Labour Conference, the Governing Body, the Office and oversight bodies, both internal and external.

**2. Strategy, the ILO Strategic Policy Framework and the planning/programming process**

**28.** The Strategic Policy Framework (SPF) 2002-05 introduced the first components of a strategic planning approach into mid-term planning and focused for the first time on a global goal “decent work”. This goal was supported by four strategic objectives, which are still used in the second SPF proposal, covering the period 2006-09, as follows:

(i) promote and realize standards and fundamental principles and rights at work;

(ii) create greater opportunities for women and men to secure decent employment and income;

(iii) enhance the coverage and effectiveness of social protection for all; and

(iv) strengthen tripartism and social dialogue.

**29.** The proposed SPF for 2006-09 introduces an additional level in the logical framework, namely operational outcomes. These 19 operational outcomes define results the Organization expects to achieve, and measure, in the medium term, as a consequence of actions taken. At this level, indicators have been introduced to facilitate measuring against pre-determined targets. The logical framework is completed with some cross-functional strategies and programmes, such as the mainstreamed strategies, the InFocus Initiatives and DWCPs. “In the near future, outcomes identified in DWCPs will also be linked to operational outcomes in the strategic framework”. The mainstreamed strategies build on the issues introduced from the start of strategic budgeting, initially called “cross-cutting” and then, with the introduction of performance indicators in 2004-05, “shared policy

---

3 ILO’s official answer to the JIU’s corporate questionnaire on RBM.
objectives”. The current stage in formulation continues the initial recognition that these issues “cut-across” all areas.

30. The strategic objectives of the ILO have been endorsed by the Governing Body, and can be considered as long-term objectives. They were introduced with the first SPF for the period 2002-2005. The carry-over of the strategic objectives from the current SPF period to the next one, as proposed in the SPF for 2006-2009, thus covering a period of eight years, confirms that the overall objectives of the ILO, as with most international organizations, are of a long-term nature. A long-term planning strategy is therefore justified.

31. The overall goal set by the ILO, “decent work”, is a long-term one, and the impact and changes produced through ILO’s action towards the achievement of this goal are long-term issues but the Office has yet to develop a long-term planning mechanism. “Decent work” is a global goal that needs to be translated from long-term planning into specific objectives and tangible results to be achieved in the short-term. The current SPF is not a long-term planning tool; additionally, the different organizational layers do not cascade down with clear linkages, most of the targets are not supported by baseline data, which is the basis to establish the appropriateness of any target chosen, and many indicators need refining. All of these represent a sample of the usual problems faced by any organization trying to implement RBM. However, the Inspectors believe that the ILO has developed a powerful tool in the form of DWCPs, which should be used as the basis for future planning.

32. Country programmes should be the starting point for the ILO to build its long-term strategy. When properly designed, DWCPs are extremely powerful tools, as they should be the result of national consensus, reflecting the priorities of constituents and responding to their needs. The Organization is well aware of the importance of DWCPs, as indicated in various documents. “Decent work country programmes will, over the biennium 2006-07, become the main framework for ILO work within countries, complemented by research and services at a regional and global level.” 4 It is mainly through DWCPs that ILO can demonstrate its value to its constituents, and strengthen its public accountability. Furthermore, they are key to the global strategy of the Organization as stated by the Director-General, “Decent work country programmes, which constitute the backbone of the ILO’s support to national constituents, are central to the global strategy. It is at the national and local level that the decent work goals are embedded in the lives and aspirations of people, and where the mutual reinforcement between progress on rights at work, employment, social protection and social dialogue is most apparent and most effective.” 5

33. The adoption of a long-term planning instrument for the Organization (corporate strategic framework) is considered a must. The global long-term strategy, or corporate strategic framework, should include the internationally agreed goals that closely relate to the Organization’s mission, and to which a contribution from the Organization is expected in view of its specific mandate and sphere of competence. In addition, it should clearly define the long-term objectives for the Organization that would contribute to the attainment of the identified goals. The Inspectors propose that ILO builds a long-term strategy (to cover a 12-year period), initially following a bottom-up approach, starting with proposals of DWCPs developed through dialogue and consensus among ILO constituents at the national level. These DWCPs would then be consolidated at the subregional and regional levels to form an initial global strategic proposal for long-term. For planning the 2004-05 Programme and Budget, ILO used input from subregions and regions to consolidate
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4 The Director-General’s Programme and Budget proposals for the biennium 2006-07, GB.292/PFA/8(Rev.), March 2005, para. 85.

5 ibid., para. 66.
national priorities into regional priorities. “The ILO is well placed to take up the challenge of connecting local and national action to regional and global initiatives.” (Programme and Budget proposals 2006-07). The challenge remains moving from theory to specific and measurable action.

34. An analysis of the global strategic proposal, taking into consideration the estimated resources that could be made available, and combined with the areas of strategic importance for the Organization, would form the basis for the establishment of a global strategy, setting specific priorities that would then be cascaded back in a top-down manner. These priorities would then be presented as specific global, regional and subregional mid-term programmes, including an indication of associated resources for each level that would finally appear in approved DWCPs, with appropriation of resources to be implemented every two years. The intention of this proposal is to build a long-term strategy solidly based on real needs at the national level, thus being global and specific at the same time. This approach is not entirely new to ILO, as the 2006-2007 budget proposals were partly prepared through a consolidation of country, subregional and regional needs.

35. The need for a long-term planning instrument is evident not only in the normative activities and social policy-oriented programmes of ILO, but also in the need for a strategic medium- and long-term institutional investment plan, which should be part of the Organization’s long-term strategy. This has been highlighted in the Programme and Budget proposals for 2006-07. The use of such a long-term strategic planning instrument is not new to the United Nations system, the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) has in place a long-term strategic framework for 2000-15, and the World Health Organization (WHO) plans to follow this approach.

36. The long-term strategic planning instrument, if accepted, should be sent for the Governing Body’s consideration at its November 2006 session. In this way and if approved, it can be the basis for the preparation of the mid-term programme (March 2007) and subsequent programme and budget proposals, starting with the programme budget for 2008-2009. Thus long-term objectives could be adapted and reflected in DWCPs within the Programme and Budget for 2008-2009, and the first long-term strategic planning instrument could cover the period 2008-2019.

37. The Organization’s programmes and resources should be well aligned with its long-term objectives. The long-term planning exercise should include an estimated level of resources. In this way, long-term planning (12-year cycle) could be translated into mid-term programmes (four to six years). In the case of medium-term programming (four years or more), a forecast of a targeted level of resources would be required, and appropriation could be done on a biennial basis according to the length of implementation cycles (DWCPs and/or decent work “regional” programmes). In this regard the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) serves as an example, as expenditure ceilings are approved for a four-year period. Planning for the long-term cycle would be done once every 12 years; the programming exercise would be repeated two or three times within the long-term cycle, taking into consideration programme evaluation feedback from previous periods, and adopting a zero-based budgeting and programming instrument linking resources to results. Finally, the implementation cycle of two years would be repeated two or three times within a programme period. It is important to guarantee coherence and compatibility between budgeting and programming decisions (e.g. any budget cuts should correspond to specific, identified programme cuts).

38. The strategic and operational objectives of ILO are of a long-term nature, and should be supported through a long-term planning strategy. Therefore, in the Inspectors’ opinion, there is little need to re-think and discuss them every two or four years. Current practices take up time and resources that could be better used for implementation and performance
review. As experienced in other organizations, the mechanisms used for long-term planning should be flexible enough to allow for adaptation to a fast changing environment, and be able to accommodate new requests that might emerge in the middle of the cycle.

39. The broad nature of the strategic objectives of ILO makes it difficult to determine if any impact achieved is the consequence of the exclusive action of the Organization. In fact, there are additional players, such as governments, other international organizations, NGOs, etc that are key to the success or failure of these strategic objectives. The Office considers impact measurement at this level very difficult and costly, thus there are no associated indicators to verify progress against pre-established targets. The strategic objectives should be considered as overall goals, whereas the use of the word “objective” implies means to verify its achievement.

40. The same conclusion can be applied to the “operational objectives”: they are not measurable. Using RBM terminology, the objectives should be specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound (SMART), and constitute, therefore, the critical results to be accomplished or assessed by the organization over the period of time covered by its strategic framework. The strategic and operational objectives of ILO are in reality wide areas of activity or goals and in this respect, the Organization’s structure was changed after the strategic objectives were defined.

41. The Office estimates that the first level where some measurement of progress, through appropriate indicators, could be introduced is the operational outcome level. The Office indicated that “Indicators are not used at other levels of the hierarchy: higher levels would be difficult to measure and lower levels would be too detailed”. The biennial Programme and Budget establishes the results that will be sought and reported on for the biennium, the strategic budget that will be used for this, and a summary presentation of the strategies that will be undertaken in order to achieve the indicated results. In this respect, several operational outcomes theoretically contribute to the achievement of results directly linked to specific operational objectives, but it is not possible to determine to what extent each of the specific outcomes contributes to the overall achievement of a given operational objective.

42. The operational outcomes do not systematically cascade down into departments’ and regions’ work plans with clear and measurable links into lower level and individual work plans. The current framework does not provide a logical link between the objectives and results at different organizational levels, showing little consistency from the organizational level down to the individual one. This feature has been observed in other United Nations system organizations. The ILO’s objectives, both strategic and operational, have been defined in a top-down manner; they have not been formulated through the consolidation of national and regional common interests, although consultations were widespread, particularly in preparing the 2006-09 SPF.

**Recommendation 3**

The Governing Body may wish to consider requesting the Director-General to submit to the Governing Body for consideration and approval:

(a) a long-term strategic planning instrument covering 12 years, identifying those agreed specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound (SMART) long-term objectives related to its mission and mandate, as well as the goals that would contribute to the attainment of such objectives, derived from ILO overall
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6 ILO’s official answer to the JIU’s corporate questionnaire on RBM.
priorities, the Millenium Development Goals, and other related global conferences;

(b) the priority areas for technical cooperation in-line with decent work country programmes, in the form of strategic objectives/goals to be achieved at the end of the period in question;

(c) a mid-term (four- or six-year) plan, together with an overall estimate of required resources both regular and extra-budgetary, for the first phase of implementation of the long-term objectives, with the understanding that the associated resources estimates are presented for information purposes; and

(d) a biennial operational budget to appropriate resources linked to specific outcomes (expected results).

**Recommendation 4**

In doing so, the Director-General may wish to:

(a) align objectives and goals in such a way that they cascade at all levels of the Organization in a cause-effect relationship;

(b) ensure that the objectives and goals and their related indicators at all levels are SMART, and agreed through a participatory process involving management at all levels, including regions, so as to allow measurement of results;

(c) link the objectives and goals of the DWCPs so that they are in line with the global objectives and goals, and ensure that long-term objectives and goals are mutually adapted to, and reflected in, formal DWCPs.

(d) make sure that country strategies are tailored to national needs, and coordinated with workers and employers’ organizations as well as with other United Nations organizations present in the country to avoid duplication, through the use of national plans of action, as a result of consensus at the country level; and

(e) Develop regional and subregional strategies supporting the implementation of DWCPs.

43. DWCPs were established formally as the next step in the development and implementation of results-based budgeting, through an ILO Circular issued in May 2004 (ILO Circular Series I, No. 599, decent work country programmes). The Organization expects DWCPs to be the main tool to plan, programme, monitor and report on ILO’s work in the field. The Inspectors share this view. DWCPs should reproduce consensus among end beneficiaries within a given country and provide a solid base for the long-term global strategy of ILO. Additionally, DWCPs lend themselves to a full application of RBM. “The application of results-based management in decent work country programmes is a strong feature of my proposals.” 7 National interests should form the basis of DWCPs, which are still in an early stage of development, as they were only introduced throughout ILO’s field structure in 2004-05.

44. The member States of ILO have been experimenting with national plans of action on decent work (NPADW) since 2001, when they were called for by the 13th Asian Regional Meeting. This promising pilot initiative in that region has proved to be successful. The

7 GB.292/PFA/8(Rev.), op. cit., para. 35.
concept is that of a broad national consensus on decent work, with the constituents holding the main responsibility for implementing the plan. NPADWs can be a useful framework for national action and can help to programme the ILO’s work in a country within DWCPs. At the same time, limited experience has shown that NPADWs tend to cover all aspects of decent work in general terms, and to raise expectations that ILO will be able to make an important contribution under each of many different headings. Given resource limitations, the danger is that the absence of NPADWs agreed among the parties, or partial NPADWs, will lead to a fragmentation of DWCPs, and a failure to set priorities and concentrate the resources necessary to achieve measurable results. Conversely, in countries where national tripartite consensus is difficult to achieve, NPADWs may fail to include essential priorities, in particular those related to the constitutional principles and standards of ILO.

45. In order to launch strong country programmes, the role of the regional and subregional offices needs to be reconsidered and their structures strengthened by, inter alia, increasing the level of delegated authority. Currently it is not very clear what their share of responsibility is for contributing towards the achievement of results. The proposed approach requires a higher degree of decentralization in line with the trend expressed in several ILO documents. Resource capacity should be increased and decentralized progressively for DWCP implementation. The strategies for decentralization to the regions and subregions would have to be included within the first long-term strategic planning instrument covering the period 2008-19, and given strong emphasis in the first two biennia (2008-11).

46. This approach also provides an answer to the concerns expressed by constituents during interviews, where governments, workers and employers’ representatives indicated that they generally approach ILO to request support for their own specific projects and activities, without a previous dialogue and consensus on the national priorities, and having no clear idea of what ILO plans to or could do in their specific countries. The Inspectors share this concern, which has already been highlighted in the Governing Body discussions. At the national level, better involvement of the social partners is crucial and DWCPs are a key element to achieve this.

47. It is fundamental to better balance central organizational goals and national priorities, and this can be achieved notwithstanding the role of ILO as a policy-based organization. Its priorities and action are not limited to those aspects of its mandate that give rise to consensus in countries or regions. Advocacy is an essential part of ILO’s work.

48. Political and social instability in many countries where the Organization operates represents a major obstacle for long-term planning. In this regard, DWCPs must be the result of national consensus, as already indicated, and be supported, whenever possible, by a firm state commitment, going well beyond governmental cycles.

49. For the successful implementation of DWCPs there is a precondition to be met, and this is the need for consensus among ILO constituents on the use of results-based management for ILO action in countries. Information sessions and national workshops for constituents on results-based management could help to ensure that DWCPs – and thus the ILO programme as a whole – follow results-based principles. Cross-fertilization through the exchange of views on the experience among the regional and country operators in the application and development of DWCPs would serve for identifying good practices in the field.

50. The Governing Body will review field structures in 2006-07 and could look at the balance of headquarters, regional, subregional and country offices at that time. This review will be a good opportunity to set criteria and guidelines as a tool for the Office to make field operations more effective and efficient. Given the large number of member States and the
much smaller number of offices that the ILO can afford, the approach to decentralization will have to carefully balance demands with effectiveness and efficiency criteria.

**Recommendation 5**

The Director-General should look for additional opportunities to increase and decentralize capacity that provides a coherent approach to the implementation of DWCP. This approach should include the establishment of clear criteria for the distribution of resources at the subregional and regional level, and the setting up of long term incremental targets to shift resource allocation to countries, in line with the national plans of action on decent work.

3. **Resource mobilization**

51. The approach of ILO to strategic budgeting has called for an integration of extra-budgetary with regular budget resources to support a single strategic programme, its implementation and reporting. Like most other United Nations system organizations, ILO has been subject to zero real or nominal growth over multiple biennia. Under these conditions, productivity and efficiency gains become fundamental, and the need for scarce extra-budgetary resources more compelling. ILO’s framework for resource mobilization has been somewhat fragmented, with different parts of the Office often in competition. A resource mobilization framework and strategy based on country-level priorities and opportunities could improve the efficiency and focus the scope of fund-raising efforts.

52. The design of meaningful and attractive programmes and projects, based on consensus at the country level thus reflecting real national needs, would facilitate the mobilization of extra-budgetary resources. The analysis of DWCPs proposals can help in the identification of appealing projects. IPEC is a very good example of how a global strategy built on real country needs is translated into a packaged product appealing to donors. There is a need for a higher degree of proaction in fund-raising activities. Fund-raising appeals could be organized annually following the example of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), or take the form of multi-year funding frameworks (UNDP’s approach). Funding appeals can also take the form of “thematic” appeals, or be designed specifically to cope with a particular situation.

53. The preparation of the next Programme and Budget (2008-09) should include the development of a resource mobilization framework, including, inter alia, the possibility of annual or multi-year funding frameworks, which should be aligned and linked with the first long-term strategic planning instrument, as well as with the first mid-term programming period starting in 2008.

**Recommendation 6**

The Director-General should develop and submit to the Governing Body for consideration and approval, a resource mobilization framework, taking into consideration the possibility of establishing annual appeals and/or multi-year funding frameworks. In doing so, the Director-General should ensure that fund-raising activities are conducted in a more proactive manner, and that they clearly link to the Organization’s priorities and any consolidated appeals made by the organizations of the United Nations system.
4. **Performance measurement, monitoring and reporting**

54. The first step in performance measurement, whether organizational or individual, involves clarifying the objectives, and defining precise and measurable performance indicators concerning the results to be achieved, and then identifying the means (i.e., resources and activities/processes) to be employed to meet those objectives.

55. ILO has made progress in improving the clarity of its operational objectives and associated indicators. In the Programme and Budget 2006-07, it has distinguished between the intended outcome of a given priority and strategy, and the performance indicators that define and quantify the scale of achievement. These indicators are general, however, and require further definition, particularly in how they are to be applied at the country level. The Office is planning to refine the definitions and baseline or starting conditions during the implementation planning phase.

56. The establishment of sound objectives, indicators and targets at different organizational levels is a precondition for meaningful monitoring. The Inspectors note that the current approach to setting targets is based on historical performance, and not work planned at country or subregional level.

57. Baseline values – which measure conditions at the beginning of a budget proposal – are needed to set realistic targets for achievement within the constraints of resources and time available. As the starting conditions at country level are not known at the programme budget planning phase, it is unclear to the Inspectors how targets in the programme budget are being set. During the 2002-05 period, targets were adjusted based on previous experience. In this case the performance results reported in the previous programme period were used as a benchmark for planning the new period. However, this approach does not provide a breakdown of targets across regions for which performance accountabilities can be designated.

58. The implementation of an RBM approach requires the development of effective cost-accounting systems that link expenditures to expected results. In this respect ILO is fairly well equipped. The Integrated Resource Information System (IRIS) has been developed to track and record programming, implementation, results and expenditure for all of the Organization’s programmes within a given country, subregion or region. It is expected that once IRIS is fully operational in the next biennium, internal transparency and accountability for DWCP will be enhanced. As much work remains to be done, there is a need for the Office to define how to prioritize needs, and to decide at what level of results to establish the linkage to expenditure.

59. The Strategic Management Module (SMM) of IRIS has the feature of linking resource use at the outcome level. If combined with country-level expenditure data, this tool could constitute a major advancement in results-focused cost accounting linked to high-level objectives. The SMM is expected to be operational in 2006, thus the improvement of DWCPs by linking country level expenditure to outcomes and objectives could be targeted for full implementation during the following biennium (2008-09).

60. Monitoring progress towards results is a weak point in ILO practices. Many managers acknowledge that, as a rule, they neither develop unit-level performance measures and targets to plan and report on their work, nor do they consider their performance targets SMART. Through extra-budgetary funding, the Office has provided training in how to develop unit-level work plans and set performance indicators and targets. However, more effort is needed to improve internal practice in this fundamental area.
**Recommendation 7**

The Office should:

(a) link targets more directly to the specific outcomes intended in each region and subregion. DWCPs can be a framework for this; and

(b) continue efforts to build its capacity to link expenditures at country and activity levels to outcomes and objectives.

5. **Oversight and evaluation**

61. Oversight and control mechanisms play a key role in the exercise of accountability. Oversight, which should be adequate in terms of independence, mandate, reporting, structure, staffing and professional strength to cope with the exigencies of results-based management, should help in taking corrective action, if required; and formulate, disseminate and enforce codes of conduct and ethical standards for all staff. A comprehensive system of oversight must cover the functions of audit, monitoring, evaluation, inspection and investigation. The audit function is the best known and established within ILO. The evaluation unit has just been established, and inspections and investigations are undertaken exceptionally on an ad-hoc basis.

62. Currently, the audit function within ILO is evolving from compliance audits, mainly in the financial and administrative areas, towards operational audits more concentrated in management. The audit function is also responsible for investigations, which are undertaken only on a reactive basis. Although both audits and investigations are based on the analysis of evidence, they are slightly different and require specific training, capabilities and resources. The investigative capabilities of ILO should be strengthened, as they are extremely limited. According to the interviews held, the independence of audit within ILO is not an issue.

63. ILO lacks a comprehensive vision and policy regarding oversight. The functions of evaluation and audit could be consolidated under the overall umbrella of an oversight structure, but this should be pursued by the Office once an oversight policy framework has been established. This approach might be helpful in order to reinforce synergies within oversight activities as both are supported by monitoring and compliance mechanisms. The Office of Internal Oversight Services of the United Nations is an example of an integrated oversight unit, covering audit, evaluation, monitoring, inspection and investigation functions.

64. Follow-up of oversight recommendations is a weak area within most United Nations system organizations, including ILO, although some progress is being experienced through the creation of specific mechanisms. In this respect, ILO would benefit by establishing an oversight committee to ensure follow-up and compliance with recommendations from external and internal oversight bodies. Such a committee should be formed by senior-level officials from ILO, learning from the best practices of, and retaining the possibility of incorporating members from, other United Nations system organizations. In this respect, WMO can serve as an example. This possibility could be considered by the Governing Body at its November 2006 session.
**Recommendation 8**

The Director-General should strengthen the oversight function by:

(a) placing the audit and evaluation functions under the overall umbrella of an oversight unit and establishing relevant operational procedures;

(b) including the inspection and investigation functions under the oversight unit’s responsibilities;

(c) ensuring that the oversight unit plans apply risk assessment and efficiency techniques in audits;

(d) ensuring that the oversight unit reports regularly on the number and status of implementation and impact of audit recommendations; and

(e) recommending to the Governing Body the establishment of an oversight subcommittee, composed of members of the Governing Body, senior managers and members of the internal and external oversight bodies, to oversee the effectiveness of the oversight function and compliance with its decisions as well as with the recommendations of the oversight bodies, both internal and external.

65. The Governing Body has consistently called for reinforced and more independent evaluation capacity within ILO. In response, the Director-General decided to strengthen the capacity and independence of evaluation within ILO by establishing a new organizational unit. The evaluation unit was established within the Management and Administrative Sector (ED/MAS). Its establishment is a very positive initiative and during the transitional year of 2005, the unit will develop plans and procedures addressing different evaluation-related issues. It is separate from the Bureau of Programming and Management and it will report directly to the Director-General. This is best practice in terms of independence. In addition ILO is changing its evaluation policy to systematically incorporate self-evaluation as part of its evaluation framework. According to the Office, further details on the new evaluation unit and the evaluation policy will be provided to the Governing Body in November 2005.

66. ILO is aware of the importance of evaluation as a fundamental instrument in any RBM approach. Since 2002, the Office has written an evaluation policy and strategy, and reports have gone to the Governing Body on the outcome of regular budget programme and technical cooperation project evaluations. There has been consultation with ILO’s constituent groups in the evaluation topics and terms of reference. Additionally, some efforts are being made in order to promote the use of self-evaluation.

67. Self-evaluation should be built on management processes, with self-evaluation conducted in real time and in a systematic manner, allowing managers to detect and correct deviations from the path leading to the accomplishment of objectives before it is too late. Self-evaluation should be institutionalized at all levels within the Organization.

68. Evaluation has no meaning without systematic feedback into future planning/programming/budgeting and this is still a practice that is not well institutionalized within ILO. Systematic follow-up on evaluation recommendations is another area for further improvement. Systems of accountability and reporting are needed to track whether there is effective follow-up of recommendations.

69. There is considerable room for improvement in the evaluation area, as evaluation should be extended to all organizational units and not be restricted to those indicated in the 2002 Evaluation Framework (project, programme/thematic and country evaluations). The
current evaluation structure should be strengthened, as the resources allocated are small to adequately cover an organization like ILO. In this regard, evaluation resources should be reconsidered, if possible, within the first year of the next biennium (2006).

70. It is obvious that not every single organizational unit can be evaluated in a biennium, thus only those of strategic importance for the functioning of the Organization, plus those projects and risk areas with significant allocation of resources should be evaluated systematically by internal evaluation mechanisms. These should be supplemented by a random sample of other organizational units to be evaluated every biennium. This would help to promote an evaluation culture within ILO. Once the evaluation structure and the evaluation culture of the Office is improved and well established, there is a need to periodically assess the impact of follow-up internal mechanisms of evaluation findings, starting during the 2008-09 period.

71. External evaluation should fulfil the same role in respect of internal evaluation, as internal evaluation does in respect of self-evaluation, and it should be conducted systematically and in a balanced manner among the different organizational areas and sectors. The new evaluation strategy should address these issues.

**Recommendation 9**

The Director-General of ILO could:

(a) submit, as planned, for the Governing Body’s approval, an evaluation strategy that defines the different types, level and timing of evaluations;

(b) ensure that self-evaluation is a main component of the strategy, combined with internal and external evaluations;

(c) ensure that baseline conditions are established to support effective and systematic performance measurement;

(d) ensure that resources are clearly allocated for evaluation purposes;

(e) approve biennial evaluation plans and monitor their implementation;

(f) align the Organization’s evaluations plan with the planning, programming and budgeting cycle;

(g) set up a follow-up mechanism to ensure implementation of evaluation findings;

(h) establish a mechanism to ensure that evaluation findings and lessons learned are fed back into the planning, programming and budgeting process; and

(i) periodically assess the impact of such mechanisms.

6. **Knowledge management**

72. A successful implementation of RBM does not require necessarily a parallel knowledge management (KM) strategy, however, both concepts are complementary, both require a cultural change and both have considerable influence when planning future information management systems. The organizational culture change is perhaps the most important barrier to overcome in both cases. A culture change requires intensive staff training, development of appropriate human resources policies and specific internal communication...
campaigns. If a given organization is trying to promote both approaches, as it seems to be the case of ILO, then it is worth planning the joint implementation of both concepts.

73. ILO has not developed a comprehensive KM strategy covering the aspects of capture, codification, structure, and storage, sharing and dissemination of knowledge (including innovations and best practices, both internal and external) supported by appropriate information management systems. Since 2004, however, it has been piloting new technologies to better manage the Organization’s electronic information, and to integrate this with web management systems. Despite work done to improve access to, and the extent and timeliness of information for staff and management available through KM tools, ILO has not clearly assigned responsibility for coordination of KM systems and practices. In an earlier study, JIU advised ILO to (a) prepare a comprehensive KM strategy, (b) adopt measures aiming at cultural change, and (c) fully align information management systems with KM/RBM approaches, coupled with the necessary telecommunications infrastructure, as well as training for users.

74. Beginning in 2003, ILO began work on IRIS, to consolidate all resource information into one system, installed centrally and able to be accessed worldwide. The SMM of the system provides managers with a consolidated strategic view of resource information to access, share and update strategic planning and reporting. The system consolidates and makes transparent strategic budgeting proposals, implementation planning and management. The SMM has already been used to plan the 2004-05 Programme and Budget implementation, and prepare strategic and operational budget proposals for the 2006-07 Programme and Budget. As a new system, much can still be improved. However, the tool holds great potential for developing capacities to link resources to results, and to more effectively monitor performance.

75. IRIS has created high expectations to provide transparency and visibility, and to improve the adaptation of RBM techniques to the business and operations of ILO. This is a work in progress. Further advancement will require a strong results-oriented culture, with improved mechanisms and processes to measure performance. Given the considerable investments made, every effort should be made to see that IRIS satisfies management and other user needs. The Inspectors believe that, given the current development stage of IRIS, there is considerable scope to fine-tune the system according to the needs of users, including regions.

**Recommendation 10**

The Director-General should develop a comprehensive strategy for knowledge management that encompasses all core priorities for systems development and organizational change.